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Abst ract - -We adapt wo celebrated polynomial root-finders Performing one of them, we revolve 
only the scaled values of the input polynomial c(A) at the points approximating the roots and recur- 
slvely updated Performing another oot-finder, we also compute the values of the derivative cl(A) 
at these points In neither case do we use the coefficmnts of c(A). We also relate our algorithms to 
approximating the elgenvalues of a matrix. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical problem of polynomial root-finding is still the subject of active research (see [1-6] 
and the references therein). The algorithms in [1,2,7] approximate all roots of a polynomial in 
nearly optimal arithmetic and Boolean time, that is, up to polylogarithmic factors, they use as 
many arithmetic and Boolean operations as it is necessary to use just for processing the input 
and the output.  For numerical implementation, however, the users prefer other algorithms whose 
further practical improvement remains an important  challenge. 
Two popular polynomial root-finders are widely known as Durand/Kerner 's  and Aberth's  al- 
gorithms, but  we refer to them as the W(D/K)  and the B-S(E/A)  algorithms because we trace 
them back to the papers by Wemrstrass, Borsch-Supan, and Ehrhch, respectively (see [8-13]). 
They have quadratic and cubic local convergence, respectively, and very rapidly converge in 
practice according to the immense statistical evidence. Both algorithms recursively update the 
current approximations S l , . . . ,  s~ to the n roots of a monic input polynomial c(A) of degree n by 
computing the values c'(s~), and/or  c(s~) for~ = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
In the present paper, we specify how these computations can be performed where the input 
s n polynomial is given by the scaled values c(s~) (and possibly c'(s~)) at the initial set { ~}~=1, 
and where the coefficients of c(A) are never computed. Our adaptat ions may be interesting for 
approximating matr ix elgenvalues. Our study revolves ome structured matrices, namely, DPR1 
(that is, diagonal-plus-rank-one) matrices and a Cauchy-hke matr ix  defining Trummer's problem. 
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We organize our paper as follows. We recall the defimtion of a DPt~I generalized companion 
matrix of c(A) in the next section. Then, we show the desired adaptations of the W(D/K) root- 
finder in Section 3 and the B-S(A/E) root-finder in Section 4. In Section 5, we examine the 
application to the approximation of the matrix eigenvalues. 
Hereafter, "ops" stand for "arithmetic operations". 
2. A DPR1 GENERAL IZED COMPANION 
MATRIX  OF A POLYNOMIAL  
For a set {sl , . . .  , sn} of n distinct nodes and a monic polynomial c(£) of degree n, write 
° / I  q( )~)=q(S) (A)=n(x -s~) ,  q~(~)=q(A)/( )~--s~) = ( ,~-s , ) ,  
~=1 j= l , j~  
c ( s , )  _ c ( s , )  
dr')( = q, (s,) q' (s,)' d, 
where, = 1, . . . ,  n. According to the Lagrange interpolation formula, we have 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
c ()~) -- q (A) + '~  d,q, (A). (2.3) 
DEFINITION 2.1.  
nodes S l , . . . ,  s~, define the diagonal matrix, 
(See 14-16].) For a monic polynomial c(A) of degree n and a set of n distinct 
S n D~ = diag ( ~)~=1, 
the scalars dl , . . .  , dn in (2.2), an n x n rank-one matrix, 
Ed ld  T, for d ( ~),=1 and 1 (1, 1) .7 
and the DPR1 matrix, 
C = Cs,d = D~ - Ed. (2A) 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [15].) Let for a set of scalars {d~,s,, ~ = 1,...  ,n}, the polynomial c(A) be 
defined by (2.3) and the matr/x C by (2.4). Then, c(A) = cc(A). Moreover, this a/so holds for all 
matrices C, such that Ds - C is an n x n rank-one matr/x with the diagonal entries dl, . .. , d~. 
PROOF. Theorem 1 easily follows from the Lagrange interpolation formula (2.3). 
3. UPDATING THE DPR1 MATRICES AND AN 
ADAPTAT ION OF  THE W(D/K)  ROOT-F INDER 
The W(D/K) algorithm recursively updates the current set {Sl,.. . ,  8n} of approximations to
the roots of a given polynomial c(A) according to the formula, 
new (3.1) s~ =s~-d l ,  i= l , . . . ,n .  
where the scalars d l , . . .  , d~ satisfy (2.1), (2.2). The algorithm has local quadratm convergence. 
The straightforward computation of the values d l , . . . ,  dn uses O(n 2) ops provided that the coef- 
ficients of c(A) are given. 
In our adaptation of the W(D/K) algorithm, we relax the latter assumption. In fact, we never 
compute the coefficients. We only need the initial approximations s l , . . . ,  sn and the respective 
values d l , . . . ,  dn satisfying (2.1),(2.2). 
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Write q(,~) and q~(A) to denote the polynomials q(,~) and q,(A) in (2.1) where the nodes 
s l , . . . ,  s~ are replaced by ~1,. . . ,  sn. Fix a monic polynomial c(A) of degree n. Define 
C/, = c(,~,) i=-  1 , . . .  ,n ,  (3 .2)  
4'(~,)' 
and write 0 = C~, a for the matrix C = C~,d in (2.4) in this case. 
We immediately extend Theorem 2.1 to deduce that 
c (~)  = ~o(x)  = co  (~) .  (3.3) 
Now assume that we have the values s,, d, and compute ~, = s, - d,, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. The next 
algorithm produces the values C/I,-.., c/n satisfying (2.1),(2.2) for ~, C/, replacing s,, d,, and we 
may repeat this process recursively. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Coefficient-free W(D/K)  updating of a DPR1 matrix. 
INPUT: 2n distinct values S l , . . . ,  sn, ~1,. . . ,  sn' and n values d l , . . . ,  dn. 
OUTPUT: n va lues  C/1 . . . .  , C/n, such that the matrices C = Cs,d and C = C~, a share their 
characteristic polynomial co(A) = cO(A). 
COMPUTATIONS: for z = 1 , . . .  ,n  compute the values, 
n d3 
E - 1. p ,= l+ ~ s j '  
3=1 
q(~,) ]2[ ~ ,_s3  
_ -----=- (~ - ~),  2. ~ ~, (~,) ~ ~ _ ~ 
3=1,3~z 
3. C/, -=p~r,. 
Output the values C/1, -, C/~. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given the input values s,, d,, ~ = s, -d , ,  i = 1, . . .  ,n, Algorithm 3 1 correctly 
computes the values C/1,.., , C/,~, such that the matrwes C = Cs,d and C = C~, d share their 
characteristic polynormal cc (A) = c o (X). 
PROOF. Define c(A) by (2.3). Deduce from equation (2.3) that 
4 
c (;~_____)) = 1 + "~ _ s3 
q('~) ~=l 
Consequently, 
e(~,) _ c(~,) q(~,) c(~,) 
for z = 1 , . . . ,  n, which gives us (3.2), and therefore, (3.3), that is, we have ee(,~) = co(-~). | 
The straightforward implementation of Stages 1-3 of Algorithm 3 1 involves 3n 2, (5n - 5)n, 
and nops ,  respectively. 
We use Algorithm 3.1 as the basis for two adaptive versions of the W(D/K)  algorithm specified 
below. In both adaptations, we compute the new node set {~,, z = 1 , . . . ,n}  where ~, 
~ - C/~. In the first adaptation, the original triple of the sets {st}, {d,}, {~,} is updated; it is 
replaced by the triple of the sets {~,}, {C/,}, {~, - C/,}. This decreases the values [s, - ~*l as 
the iteration converges but generally leads to accumulating the rounding errors and numerical 
stability problems. In the second adaptation, only the third set g, is updated, which should 
enable better control of the rounding errors. 
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ALGORITHM 3.2. Adaptation 1 of the W(D/K) algorithm. 
INPUT: as in Algorithm 3.1 plus a positive integer N (the upper bound on the number of 
recursive steps) and a positive s. 
OUTPUT: a node set ~1,..., ~,~ with all or some nodes possibly marked as "E-roots". 
COMPUTATIONS: Recursively apply Algorithm 3.1. After each application redefine s, +--- ~,, 
d, +--- d~, ~, +--- sl -d , ,  ~ = 1 . . . .  ,n. Whenever I~k -sk[  < ~ for some k, perform deflation, that 
is, remove sk, Sk, dk, dk from the sets {s,}, (~}, {d,}, {d~}, re-enumerate hese sets, output Sk 
with the mark "s-root", then reapply the above computations. Stop where the latter sets become 
empty or where N iterations have been performed. 
ALGORITHM 3.3. Adaptation 2 of the W(D/K) algorithm. 
INPUT, OUTPUT, and COMPUTATIONS are as in Algorithm 3.2 except hat the parameters s,
and d, are never redefined, that is, we recursively write s, +-- s,, d, < d~, ~, +--- ~, - d~, 
~-  l~ . . . ,T t .  
4. AN ADAPTATION OF THE B-S(A/E) ALGORITHM 
The B-S(A/E) algorithm enjoys the cubic local convergence, versus quadratic in the case of the 
W(D/K) algorithm. For a polynomial c()~) and a set {Sl,... , sn} of the current approximations 
to its roots, the B-S(A/E) algorithm recursively computes the new approximations, 
1 
~ = s~ , i = 1, . . . ,n ,  (4.1) 
p~ - 7]~ 
where 
c'(s,) L 1 
P~= c(s,)' 7]9=,=l,,#,s~-sJ' i=1  . . . . .  n. (4.2) 
The computation of the values 7]9 is a special case of Trummer's celebrated problem of the 
S n multiplication of the matrix S = ( ~.3)w=1 by a vector v where 
1 
s"3=~s, -s  3' fo r iC j ,  s , , ,=0,  for all~. 
I n  our  case ,  
v 1 (1, . . . ,1) T, n =S1.  = = (7]~)~=1 
The next theorem is our basis for the computation of the ratios p, without computing the 
coefficients of c()~). 
THEOREM 4.1. Given a monic polynomial c(A) of degree n together with n distinct values 
S l , . . .  , Sn ,  let the vector d = (d,)~=l be defined by (2.2) and let the polynomial q(A) be de- 
~/ned by (2.1). Let 
c'(s~) 
q' (s,)" 
n ~ d n Then, we have (l,),=l 1 -]- ( 9719)9__1 -]-Sd for matrix S and the scalars ~h defined in (4.2). 
PROOF. Deduce from equation (2.3) that 
c' (h__ A) = 1 + ~ d~q~ (~) 
q' (~)  j= l  q' (~)  " 
In particular, 
c' (s~) L d3q~q, (s~) ~%---~q' = 1 + ~ ' . 
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Now, for 3 # % we have 
whereas qt(s,) = q,(s,), and therefore, 
q ' ( , , )  , ,  - 
q¢ (,,) _ q; (, ,) _ f i  1 
• Sz - -  8 3 
- -  =U, .  
By combining the latter equations, we obtain that 
l, = 1 + d,~, + L 
9=1,9¢~ 
4 
S~ - -  S 3 ' 
z= 1, . . . ,n .  | 
Due to (2.2), the ratios p~ can be rewritten as 
/, 
- -  (4 .3 )  P' = dU' q' (s,) 
Theorem 4.1 and equation (4.3) enable us to update the current approximations to the roots 
by applying the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 4.1. Coefficient-free updating of the B-S(A/E) approximations to the roots 
INPUT: n distinct scalars S l , . . . ,  sn and the n values d l , . . .  , dn in (2.2). 
OUTPUT: the n scalars ~, in (4.1) for z = 1, . . . ,  n. 
COMPUTATIONS: 
1. Compute the two vectors (r],),~l = $1 and Sd. 
2. Compute the vectors (/~)~i = 1 + (d~)~= i -4- Sd for Th in (4.2) and (P,),~i = (l~/d~)~=i. 
3. Compute and output the values ~, in (4.1) for ~ = 1,.. .  ,n. 
We have reduced the updating of the values s i , . . . , sn  essentially to the solution of two 
Trummer's problems of the multiplication of the matrix S by the vectors 1 = (1, . . . ,  1) T and 
d = (d3)3~__i . The straightforward exact solution algorithm uses O(n 2) ops, the algorithm in [17] 
uses O(n log 2 n) ops for the exact solution but leads to numerical stability problems in the finite 
precision computations, and the fast multipole algorithm in [18] uses O(n) ops (in terms of n) 
for the numerically stable computation of a crude approximation of the solution. 
Let us apply Algorithm 4.1 recursively by combining it with Algorithm 3.2. 
ALGORITHM 4.2. INPUT: as in Algorithm 4.1 but complemented bys and N as in Algorithm 3.2. 
OUTPUT: as in Algorithm 3.2. 
COMPUTATIONS: 
1. Apply Algorithm 4.1. 
2. ~, ( ~ for all i; apply Algorithm 3.1; apply the deflation and the stopping rules as in 
Algorithm 3.2. 
3. Redefine s~ < ~, d~ ~ d~ for all z, and reapply Stage 1. 
To avoid recursive accumulation of the errors and the resulting problems of numerical stability, 
modify Stage 2 by using the orzgznal values s~ and d, for all z, together with the current ~,, as 
ong ong the input of Algorithm 3 1. Formally, we add Stage 0: s~ ~ s,, d~ ~ d, for all ~ and write 
omg -- s~ < s, , d~ < d~, ~'g (for all z) at Stage 2 where the input to Algorithm 3.1 is formed. 
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5. APPL ICAT ION TO THE APPROXIMATION 
OF  MATRIX  E IGENVALUES 
Our algorithms can be applied to approximating the eigenvalues of a matrix A as the roots of 
its characteristic polynomial CA(A) = det (AI -A ) .  Avoiding the coefficients of this polynomial 
stabilizes the computations numerically [19]. 
One may begin with a unitary similarity transform of the input matrix A to a Hessenberg 
matrix H by using (4/3)n 3 + O(n 2) ops [20], so that CA()0 ----- CH(A). The evaluation of the 
polynomial CH(A) at a point £ based on an orthogonal or triangular factorization of the matrix 
AI - H requires O(n 2) ops. (Note that if IAI > IIH]lk for k -- 1 and/or k -- c~, then the matrix 
AI - H is diagonally dominant.) 
The alternative algorithm in [21] uses also (4 /3)n J+O(n 2) ops for a unitary similarity transform 
of a matrix A into a TPR1 (that is, triangular-plus-rank-one) matrix. Thus, the eigenproblem is 
reduced to the case of TPR1 matrices. (This can be complicated by the degeneracies similar to 
the case of nearly reduced Hessenberg matrices, but in our initial study in this paper, we ignore 
this problem.) 
Let us recall the following result (cf., e.g., [22]). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M = W + uv T for two vectors u and v. Let h i  - W be a nonsingular matrix. 
Then, 
cM 
rM, W (A) 
r'M,W (A) 
= cw (A) rM,w (~), 
= (1 -  vT (AI - -  W) - I  u)  , 
= v T (AI - W) -2 u. 
If W is a triangular matrix, M is a TPR1 matrix, then the polynomial cw(A) is readily 
available, and therefore the computation of the value CM(A) for a fixed A is essentially reduced to 
solving a triangular linear system with the matrix AI - W. Then again, by choosing A, such that 
[A[ > [[W[I k for k = 1 and/or k = co, we ensure the diagonal dominance in the matrix AI - W. 
To initialize Algorithm 3.1, we only need to solve n such systems. To initialize Algorithm 4.2, we 
should solve 2n such systems because we need the values of both CM(A) and riM(A) at n points A. 
Even assuming that M is a Hessenberg matrix rather than a TPR1 matrix, we may yield some 
simplifications. We may choose the vectors u and v to reduce W to a 2 x 2 block triangular 
matrix with Hessenberg diagonal blocks of half-size and then apply this trick recursively. To 
compute the vectors (AI - W) - lu  or vT(AI  - W) -1, we may first compute a crude triangular 
factorization of the matrix AI - W and then apply the iterative refinement [20, Section 3.5]. 
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